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Abstract

This paper reports the results of a study to investigate moderator poison/coolant mixing due to a guillotine rupture
of a fuel channel when the reactor is in an overpoisoned guaranteed shutdown state. The analysis, performed using
MODTURC_CLAS, allowed for study of the mixing characteristics and the spatial and temporal evolution of the
concentration fields. Results for simulated breaks at three channel locations show that the poison in the vessel is
quite well mixed throughout the transient, resulting in no extensive regions of low poison concentration.
MODTURCjCLAS calculations show that at all three break locations investigated, the displacement of poison from
the vessel through the relief ducts is less than that calculated by both the simple uniform mixing model and piston
mixing model. This result is expected to hold for all break locations in the core.

1. INTRODUCTION

During a guaranteed shutdown state (GSS), there must be sufficient negative reactivity to ensure subcriticality in the
event of a process failure. In one acceptable state, the overpoisoned guaranteed shutdown state, the reactor is kept
subcritical by a high concentration of a neutron-absorbing chemical (the poison gadolinium nitrate) dissolved in the
moderator (i.e., the moderator is guaranteed overpoisoned). A postulated accident scenario which is considered as
a part of reactor safety analysis is the rupture of a fuel channel (i.e., a pressure tube/calandria tube break) when the
reactor is in a GSS. If one of the channels in the core breaks (requiring a simultaneous failure of both the pressure
tube and its associated calandria tube), coolant will be discharged into the moderator, causing an associated
displacement of fluid through relief ducts at the top of the calandria vessel. The incoming (unpoisoned) coolant may
mix quickly with the moderator, or may mix slowly while displacing poisoned moderator through the relief ducts.
The effectiveness of mixing may depend on the break location and coolant discharge rate.

Calculations of poison displacement due to coolant discharge into the moderator are typically performed using simple
mixing models based on a system mass balance and an assumed mixing behaviour. One such treatment is the
uniform mixing model (UMM), which assumes that from the start of the transient the coolant and poison form a
uniform mixture over the entire volume of the calandria, i.e., instantaneous perfect mixing occurs (Reference 1).
The poison concentration in the vessel as a function of time (by definition equal in this model to the concentration
in the mixture displaced from the vessel through the relief ducts) is calculated from the analytical solution of a
simple ordinary differential equation. This is also the case with other mixing models which have been formulated,
which include the piston mixing model (PMM).



The UMM and PMM are special cases of the more general model called the delayed mixing model (DMM),
discussed in Reference 2. The DMM considers the existence of a delay between the initiation of the discharge and
the time at which good mixing results. The DMM formulation assumes that the poison concentration of the
moderator which is discharged through the rupture disks at time t is equal to the average poison concentration at an
earlier time t-T, where T is a characteristic mixing time. A mixing time equal to zero corresponds to the UMM {i.e.,
mixing takes place instantaneously), whereas an infinite mixing time corresponds to the PMM. Solution of the
delayed mixing equation shows that the UMM is an excellent approximation, even for characteristic mixing times
of several minutes. There is also experimental evidence (discussed in Section 4.1) that if a flashing two-phase jet
is discharging into the moderator from a break in the heat transport system while it is hot and pressurized, the mixing
time is of the order of seconds. It is not certain, however, whether the mixing is equally effective if the discharge
occurs when the primary heat transport system is cold and depressurized, i.e., a subcooled liquid jet discharging into
the moderator. It is therefore this scenario that is investigated here. The objectives of the work reported here were
to: i) understand the characteristics of mixing between incoming coolant and the poisoned moderator for the
conditions studied; ii) determine the poison distribution throughout the vessel as a function of time after the break;
and iii) compare calculations to those obtained with simplified mixing models.

This paper reports on the use of the three-dimensional transient computational fluid dynamics code
MODTURC_CLAS (Reference 3) to calculate the poison's spatial and temporal variations in the moderator for a
pressure tube/calandria tube failure during a GSS. MODTURC_CLAS is capable of calculating the laminar or
turbulent flow field of a single-phase liquid in complex geometries, with the capability to calculate both the
concentration field of a passive scalar and the temperature field. The use of MODTURC_CLAS allows the effect
of break orientation and location, for example, to be considered. Predictions over a range of conditions may also
be compared to simplified mixing models such as the UMM and PMM.

In Section 2, a description of the problem and solution methodology is given. In Section 3, the results are presented.
A discussion of the results, summarising mixing mechanisms and poison distribution characteristics, is given in
Section 4. Closure is given in Section 5.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

2.1 Geometry and System Conditions

The present analysis considers the configuration for Bruce Nuclear Generating Station B. The calandria is a
horizontal cylindrical vessel, approximately 8.5 m in diameter and 6 m in length, with its axis oriented east-west
The calandria design is almost perfectly symmetric with respect to the two vertical centre planes (i.e., the one in
which the vessel axis lies and the one perpendicular to the axis, the planes XZ and YZ in Figure 1, in which only
one half of the vessel is shown). The west end shield of the reactor is defined as an X location of 0, with the
symmetry plane at an X location of 2.97 m. There are 480 horizontal fuel channels, located in the core of the vessel.

Moderator fluid enters the calandria through eight inlet nozzles located symmetrically (i.e., four nozzles on each side)
on the north and south side of the vessel just below its horizontal centre plane. All the inlet nozzles are fitted with
fan-shaped diffusers directing the inlet flow upwards almost parallel to the calandria wall, such that the
circumferential velocity component is predominant in all inlet jet velocities. Two outlets are located at the bottom,
close to both symmetry planes. When the reactor is in a GSS, moderator fluid is drawn from the calandria outlets
by one of two auxiliary moderator pumps, with a setpoint flow of 0.09 mVs. The poison is assumed to be uniformly
distributed throughout the vessel. The initial concentration used in the simulations is 10 ppm; it should be noted that
the exact poison concentration is not important since the interest is in the extent of dilution, and the relative
distribution of poison throughout the vessel. Because the entire system is at the same temperature (both the
moderator and primary heat transport fluids are at 30°C in the 'cold' scenario considered here), no thermal
phenomena are involved.



The above system description for a guaranteed shutdown state represents the initial conditions of the analysis
described in this paper. In the accident scenario considered here, the transient is initiated by a guillotine break
occurring halfway along the length of the calandria (i.e.t at the midchannel location, the plane of symmetry). The
coolant discharge is oriented along the length of the channel (along the X axis) in both directions. Therefore, one
half of the total coolant discharge is issued into each half of the calandria Assuming a constant mass of fluid
entirely filling the vessel, the same total amount of fluid must exit through the four calandria relief ducts at the top
of the vessel. The rate of flow through the calandria inlet and outlet nozzles is not affected by the break.

Calculations for breaks at three fuel channel locations are presented here. These locations were chosen in order to
investigate the different features of the problem and geometry which would be expected to impact upon the following
mixing characteristics:

• contributions of the inlet jets via entrainment of surrounding fluid,

• circulation pattern resulting from the inlet jets meeting near the 12 o'clock position at the top of the vessel,
with fluid around the centre of the core moving towards the bottom of the vessel,

• fluid drawn out of the vessel through the outlets at the bottom subsequently reentering the calandria via the
inlet nozzles and moving to the top, and

• resistance of the fuel channels to fluid motion in the core region (due to friction and form drag), resulting
in a preferential flow path around the edge of the core due to its lower resistance.

The channels selected were (refer to Figure 2):

• Channel N12 (located in the centre of the core). The evolution of issuing coolant will be determined by
the recirculating jets, the effects of the end shield in redistributing fluid, and the resistance in the core of
neighbouring fuel channels.

• Channel U3 (located at the outer edge of the core, at the 7:30 o'clock position). The issuing coolant will
be affected by the outlet at the bottom of the core and the difference in flow resistance between the core
and reflector region, and the redistribution effects of the end shields. The selection of a break at this
location also results from considering the steady state flow field; a stagnation region was identified here
which would minimise mixing of poison with incoming coolant.

• Channel F15 (located above and to the right of the core centre i.e., in the first quadrant of the Y-Z plane).
The issuing coolant will be affected by and distort the fluid moving down the centre of the vessel from the
colliding jets and that associated with the inlet nozzle jet itself, and will also be affected by the end shield.

2.2 Governing Equations

The three-dimensional turbulent flow of the fluid in the moderator is computed in MODTURCLCLAS by solution
of the coupled time-averaged partial differential equations for conservation of mass and momentum. The
conservation equation for the mass fraction of the poison, a passive scalar, is also solved. Due to the isothermal
nature of the flow considered here, the energy equation is not solved. The fuel channels are represented via a
uniform isotropic porosity throughout the core (equal to 0.83). The effect of the momentum losses caused by the
calandria tubes is incorporated through the source terms in the momentum equations. Details of the experimental
investigation and model development associated with this porous medium approach are given in Reference 4.

The influence of turbulence on the flow and concentration fields is modelled by introducing a turbulent viscosity and
diffusivity, respectively, into the conservation equations. The conventional high Reynolds number formulation of



the k-e model (Reference 5) is used here. Standard values of the model constants are used (c,=0.09, ce,=1.44,
cl2=1.92, oe=1.3, and ak=1.0), and the turbulent Schmidt number invoked in the concentration equation is equal
to 0.9. The density and viscosity of the fluid, independent of poison concentration, are 1103 kg/m3 and 0.001009
kg/(m.s), respectively (Reference 6).

2.3 Boundary Conditions

Due to the symmetry plane discussed in Section 2.1 (for both the calandria geometry and the break), it is assumed
that the flow patterns and concentration distribution in the moderator are symmetric with respect to the reactor centre
plane perpendicular to the fuel channel direction. Therefore, only one half of the calandria is modelled. Note that
the break is represented as an additional inlet located on the symmetry plane.

2.3.1 Pre-break conditions

As discussed above, due to symmetry, only one half of the calandria is modelled; therefore 0.045 m3/s of fluid
circulates through the modelled system. Fluid enters at the side of the vessel through inlet nozzles, and is drawn
through outlets at the bottom by the pumps. Otherwise, the system is closed in the pre-accident condition for
calculations of the flow field. A reference pressure of zero is set at one of the relief duct locations.

Solid boundary: All solid boundaries are no-slip, turbulent walls. In keeping with the standard practice for the high
Reynolds number form of the k and e equations, wall functions are applied at all solid boundaries. Quantities are
evaluated at the first nodal point removed from the wall, consistent with the log-law treatment.
Nozzle inlets: The volumetric flow rate of 0.0450 m3/s at 30°C is equivalent to 49.6 kg/s. Based on measurements
taken during the commissioning of Bruce Nuclear Generating Station B (Reference 7), the total flow rate is divided
between the two banks of inlet nozzles with a slight imbalance (/.«., approximately 52% on the south side and 48%
on the north side). Therefore approximately 11.8 kg/s flows through each of the two nozzles on the north side, and
approximately 13.0 kg/s flows through each of the two nozzles on the south side. The velocity profile applied across
each nozzle is based on experimental measurements. The average inlet velocity is approximately 0.2 m/s. The
turbulence intensity is specified to be 5%, with the turbulent length scale equal to 0.005 m.
Bottom outlet: The mass flow rate leaving the bottom of the vessel is specified as approximately 24.8 kg/s at each
of the two modelled outlet locations (equal to one half of the total flow through the inlet nozzles). Fully developed
outlet conditions (Le., zero gradient) are given for k and z.
Symmetry plane: Symmetry conditions are applied for all quantities at the mid-plane of the vessel.

The solution of the flow field with these conditions provides the initial conditions for the transient The initial poison
concentration is assumed to be uniform throughout the vessel, specified to be equal to a mass fraction of lxlO"5.

2.3.2 Post-break conditions

Three break locations are simulated, at fuel channel locations U3, N12 and F15. Once the break has occurred, all
boundary conditions are the same as described in Section 2.3.1 except as noted below. The amount of fluid equal
to the break discharge leaves the vessel through additional outlets at the top that simulate the relief ducts. The mass
flow rate through the inlet nozzles and out the bottom outlets remains constant throughout the simulation. A key
aspect of this continued circulation is that moderator fluid leaving the bottom outlets of the vessel reenters the vessel
at the inlet nozzles after a time delay equal to the transit time of fluid through the piping network. The transit time
used for the GSS simulation is 75 seconds.

The additional boundary conditions in the post-break transient simulation are as follows:
Solid boundary: Zero gradient conditions for concentration.
Nozzle inlets: The concentration is equal to that exiting the bottom outlet, with the bottom outlet value applied to
the inlet with an appropriate time delay (specified to be 75 seconds).



Bottom outlet Poison concentration is zero gradient {i.e., conventionally applied fully developed outlet condition).
Symmetry plane: With the exception of the location of the break, symmetry conditions are applied for concentration.
Discharge inlet (break): Specified inlet mass flow rate (at the symmetry plane) of 15 kg/s into each half of the
vessel, oriented along the axis of the channel. The discharge inlet velocity is approximately 1.7 m/s. The turbulent
intensity is 5%, and the turbulent length scale is 0.025 m. The incoming poison concentration is zero.
Top outlets: Because the rupture disks in the pressure relief ducts at the top of the vessel burst at the initiation of
the break, fluid is displaced at the break discharge rate through the two openings in the calandria half modelled. The
two openings are centred at the 11:30 and 12:30 o'clock positions at the top surface, at an X location of
approximately 1.0 m. This mass flow rate is equally divided between the two openings. Outlet conditions are
applied for the other quantities.

2.4 Discretisation and grids

In MODTURC_CLAS, the governing equations are discretised by applying a finite-element based finite volume
method (Reference 3). The computational domain is discretised into hexahedral flux elements, from which control
volume surfaces are defined by element mid-planes. The finite volume method is invoked by integrating the
governing conservation equations over each control volume, obtaining discretised algebraic equations. The structured
computational grids used here are non-orthogonal and boundary-fitted. A co-located variable storage scheme is used.
The advective terms at the control volume faces are evaluated using a modified linear profile scheme, together with
physical advection correction terms. A multigrid solver is used for all equations. The momentum and continuity
equations are solved as a coupled set Details of MODTURC_CLAS models and solution procedures are given in
Reference 8.

The grids are generated using the ASC grid generator TASCgrid, which is a part of the MODTURC_CLAS software
system. First, a base grid with refinement only around the moderator inlet nozzles (Figure 3, at the symmetry plane
X=2.97 m) is constructed and used to obtain a solution for the initial steady state flow field prior to the break. This
solution provides a base steady state flow field which is used to establish a steady state flow field for each of the
three cases, in which case-specific grid refinement is performed. Excluding the grids associated with the inlet
nozzles, there are 20 nodes in the X direction, with 840 nodes in each Y-Z plane. There are approximately 40,000
nodes in the entire base grid.

For each case simulated, the grid is refined in the region of the break. Two levels of grid embedding are introduced.
The coarser embedded region, extending over the entire X length, is chosen considering the spread rates of a round
jet. The finer embedded region (also extending over the entire X length) is chosen to accurately represent the cross-
sectional area of the discharge and to capture the steep gradients which occur in this region. Grid refinement by a
factor of tfcree in the X direction is performed in all embedded regions. The base-grid solution is used as the initial
approximation to produce a steady state, pre-break solution for each case with each refined grid. Typical embedded
grids are shown in Figure 4 for a break at channel location F15. The location of the break is in the centre of the
finer embedded grid. Typically approximately 30,000 nodes are introduced through this grid embedding.

2.5 Solution Details

The calculations were performed using MODTURC_CLAS on IBM RISC/6000 computers, Models 580 and 590.
The solution for the steady state {i.e., the initial conditions) was converged for all cases with maximum residuals less
than 1.5x10"*. The transient calculations reported here are performed until a simulation time of 5000 seconds. A
one-second time step was used over the first 50 seconds in order to capture the early distortion of the flow field by
the incoming unpoisoned coolant. The timestep was gradually increased to a value of 5 seconds at 550 seconds, after
which it remained constant at that value. Time step independence was demonstrated by halving the timestep used
over each time interval.



One aspect of the present work is to identify shortcuts to decrease computational effort for the simulation, while
maintaining accurate predictions. One possible way to achieve this is to determine when the flow field has reached
its steady state condition. Beyond this time, only the concentration equation need be solved by applying the
established flow field, Le., all equations need not be solved at each time step. A criterion was established for the
maximum residual for the velocity and pressure fields at which the flow field was converged and hence considered
established.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Steady State Characteristics

The pre-break steady state flow pattern in the Y-Z plane at an X location of approximately 1.61 m (coincident with
the plane of the nozzles) is shown in Figure 5 for the case with embedded grids used in simulating the break at the
N12 location; the behaviour shown for this axial location is representative of the key features of the flow field.
Clearly the magnitude of the velocities at the locations of the inlet nozzles is the greatest. The jets on the two sides
of the vessel flow along the curved surface of the vessel and merge slightly to the right of the 12 o'clock position.
The lack of complete symmetry is due to the slight inlet flow imbalance discussed in Section 2.3.1. The inlets and
outlets of the system drive the observed flow pattern. Some of the fluid moving downwards from the jet stagnation
point flows out through the outlets at the bottom of the vessel, while the rest flows back towards the inlets through
the unobstructed "reflector" region near the vessel wall. Two recirculation zones are evident in the upper part of
the vessel, centred at approximately the 10:30 and 1:30 o'clock positions. Two very low flow regions also occur
near the bottom of the vessel at the 4:30 and 7:30 o'clock positions; note that the latter region contains the fuel
channel U3.

3.2 Transient Characteristics

In the following presentation of results, the flow field established due to the fluid discharging into the vessel will
be presented first. An analysis of the flow characteristics is required to understand the mixing mechanisms
responsible for the dispersion of the fluid through the calandria, and its displacement from the vessel. The poison
concentration distributions at different locations and times are then given. The focus of the presented results in this
section is the break at channel N12. A discussion of poison concentration evolution for breaks at all three locations
is given in Section 4.

A velocity vector plot at 550 seconds for case N12 is shown in Figure 6 at an X location of 1.61 m, approximately
halfway along the modelled vessel-half; the discharge jet velocity is much greater than that of the surrounding fluid.
Fluid in the region of the jet is entrained due to the high shear, moving towards the vessel end (X=0). The role of
the solid boundary at the vessel end in establishing fluid circulation is clearly shown by the velocity vector plot at
550 seconds in Figure 7, corresponding to an X location of .37 m (near the end shield). All discharging fluid is
redistributed perpendicular to the axis of the fuel channels, and is forced toward the bottom of the vessel by the flow
field induced by the inlet jets. As discussed in Section 2.5, the flow field reaches a steady condition at
approximately 550 seconds.

A poison concentration contour plot at 250 seconds is shown in Figure 8, at X=0.95 m. The core of the jet is clearly
identified by the region with the lowest concentration. The concentration is almost symmetric about the Y=0 plane,
with any asymmetry resulting from the imbalance in inlet jet flowrates and the channel N12 not lying exactly at this
plane. The concentration field is not symmetric about the Z=0 plane; the influence of the inlet jets issuing from the
vessel sides is clearly visible in the bottom half of the vessel. Because the calandria tubes inhibit transport of low-
concentration fluid away from the centre of the core, the concentration of fluid displaced through the relief ducts
is greater than the bulk vessel concentration at this time (l.OxlO"5 versus the average value of 9.77xlO'6). Another
contributing factor to the higher relief duct concentration is that the concentration of fluid injected via the inlet



nozzles at the vessel sides is at the initial value until approximately 320 seconds. The inlet condition will maintain
a high poison concentration at the top of the vessel.

At 550 seconds and X=0.95 m (Figure 9), despite the low poison concentration fluid remaining primarily in the lower
portion of the vessel, we concentration is still between approximately 8.5x10"* and l.OxlO'5 over the entire plane.
Nearer the symmetry plane at this time (Figure 10, X=2.36 m), the poison is still very uniform, near the initial
concentration. The higher concentration at X=2.36 m versus X=0.95 m at the same time is due to the delay of the
redistributed unpoisoned coolant in penetrating back towards the plane of the discharge. At later times, the poison
concentration is quite uniform throughout the vessel. At 2500 seconds (refer to Figures 11 and 12), the concentration
is between approximately 7.4xlO'6 and 8.4xlO"6 at both axial locations. Although not shown, at 5000 seconds the
concentration is between approximately 6.0xlCT'5 and 7.0X10"*5 at X=0.95 and 2.36 m.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Mixing Characteristics

The steady state (pre-break) flow field has the following characteristics:

• high inertia jets from inlet nozzles flow along the inside vessel surface,
• the inlet jets collide, resulting in a stagnation point,
• the fluid flowing downward from the stagnation point through the core establishes the general circulation

pattern,
• essentially symmetric recirculation zones exist at the top of the core,
• fluid is drawn through the bottom outlet and reissued through the inlet nozzles.

The three break locations studied here have been chosen to assess a range of possible modifications to these steady
state characteristics due to the impact of the discharging jet, and to understand and assess the associated mixing
mechanisms:

N12 break The dominant feature of the flow field and hence mixing is the impingement of the incoming fluid
on the vessel end. Due to the location of the break in the centre of the core (surrounded by other
fuel channels), there is significant flow resistance which inhibits the redistribution of fluid. The
overall downward circulation pattern is maintained, pushing lower-concentration fluid into the
bottom half of the core. The impinging jet at the vessel's end inhibits somewhat the circulation
pattern at the core edge and vessel end established by the inlet jets.

U3 break At the bottom edge of the core, the behaviour of incoming fluid is mostly determined by the
impingement of the inlet jet against the end shield and its subsequent preferential flow in the
reflector region. Fluid also returns along the length of the vessel towards the symmetry plane.
While fluid associated with the incoming jet does penetrate the core upon impingement, the
downward flowing circulation pattern mostly holds. Low-concentration fluid removed at the
bottom outlets reenters at the side inlet nozzles.

F15 break The location of this break causes the combined effects of resistance to flow in the core and
interaction with the inlet jets. The general circulation pattern no longer holds throughout the core.
The stagnation point of the colliding jets moves further towards the bank of north inlet nozzles
from the 12:30 o'clock position; the momentum of the inlet jet nearest the break is affected by the
incoming fluid. The established flow pattern results in higher concentration fluid remaining in the
bottom of the core, which in turn reenters the calandria through the inlets after exiting from the
bottom outlet. Despite the significantly different flow field established here, a key component of



the mixing is the redistribution of the discharging jet by the vessel end, and its axial movement
back towards the symmetry plane.

The above summary of mixing mechanisms demonstrates that despite different break locations, and the complicating
effects of the inlet jets and fluid resistance in the core, one key aspect of the mixing is the role of the vessel end in
redistributing the fluid and returning it along the length of the calandria.

The calculated results here confirm the general experimental observations from the series of experiments performed
at AECL (SPEL) in 1979 (Reference 9). These experiments consisted of a flashing two-phase jet discharging into
a cold liquid in a transparent simulated calandria. A jet of incoming fluid was issued along the axis of a core of
tubes, representing fuel channels. The extent of mixing was assessed through the addition of a red dye tracer added
near the jet entrance. The results showed that uniform mixing of the incoming fluid with the fluid in the tank was
achieved relatively quickly. The key mechanism for this mixing was the impingement of the incoming jet on the
vessel's far wall, in conjunction with the return of this fluid back towards the plane of the discharge.

4.2 Spatial Distribution of Poison

The present study has examined the evolution of the poison distribution throughout the vessel by considering the
following:

• contour plots at many axial locations (in the YZ plane) at many simulation times,
• contour plots near the Y=0 plane of symmetry at many simulation times,
• the poison concentration transients at the relief duct outlet, the bottom outlet and the vessel-average.

The analysis has shown that throughout each transient no regions of low-concentration or unpoisoned fluid were
formed (excluding the centre of the discharging jet). Further, the typical difference in mass fraction between the
maximum and minimum concentrations in a given plane was lxlO'6, i.e., 10 % of the initial concentration. These
results demonstrates that relatively uniform mixing occurs throughout the vessel for all cases examined.

4.3 Assessment of Simplified Mixing Models

Vessel-average poison concentration transients have been compared to predictions obtained with two simplified
mixing models, the UMM and PMM. The results are summarised in Figure 13. The concentrations for all three
break locations are above both the UMM and PMM curves throughout the transient The PMM clearly grossly
overpredicts the displacement of the initial poison from the vessel. The UMM predicts transients very close to
MODTURCjCLAS predictions, with a very slight tendency to underestimate the poison concentration. The average
concentrations calculated by MODTURC_CLAS at 5000 seconds are between 0.5 and 2.5% greater than those
predicted using the UMM.

Three conclusions may be drawn from the results:

• the PMM is not appropriate for assessing poison displacement for this accident scenario,
• the UMM slightly underpredicts the average concentration, clearly demonstrating the appropriateness of

using this formulation for calculating the mixing for the conditions studied here,
• despite the significantly different mixing mechanisms and flow patterns summarised above for the three

break locations, the vessel-average concentrations predicted using MODTURC_CLAS are very similar.



5. CLOSURE

The results of a study performed to investigate a postulated accident scenario of a guillotine rupture of a fuel channel
when the reactor is in a guaranteed shutdown state have been presented. The transient mixing in the calandria vessel
of an incoming discharge of unpoisoned coolant with uniformly poisoned moderator was investigated using
MODTURC_CLAS. The detailed transient three-dimensional calculations provided by MODTURC_CLAS allow
for determination of mixing mechanisms, spatial and temporal poison concentration distributions, and an assessment
of the adequacy of simplified mixing models which are used in assessing poison displacement from the vessel.

For all three break locations, it was identified that the principal mechanism for mixing of moderator fluid and the
incoming unpoisoned coolant was the impingement and redistribution of the jet on the vessel's end surface. The
incoming coolant then returned towards the plane of the break. This mixing mechanism is consistent with that
observed in experiments performed to understand the underlying mixing mechanisms of the present problem. The
impact of the incoming fluid on the flow characteristics for each case was also analyzed. It is concluded that the
mixing mechanisms identified for the investigated break locations encompass any phenomena expected for this break
model (Le., a guillotine break in the middle of a channel). The concentration distributions studied at many locations
showed that there were no regions of low or unpoisoned coolant in the vessel. This aspect is important for the
assessment of reactor criticality. For the initial poison concentration of lxlO'5, the typical difference between the
maximum and minimum concentrations in a given plane was 1x10*.

A comparison of MODTURC_CLAS vessel-average concentration transients at all three break locations showed
essentially the same transient behaviour and values. Further, it was shown that the MODTURC_CLAS values were
close to, and slightly above, those calculated with the UMM, and significantly greater than the PMM values. This
result demonstrates the adequacy of the UMM in predicting poison displacement for the accident scenario and
conditions investigated here. It is recommended that an appropriate continuation of the present work is to use
MODTURC_CLAS to simulate mixing due to a fishmouth break.
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FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC OF CALANDRIA
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FIGURE 2. IDENTIFICATION OF FUEL CHANNEL LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 3. CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF BASE GRID AT SYMMETRY PLANE

FIGURE 4. EMBEDDED GRIDS USED IN THE REGION OF F15 FUEL CHANNEL BREAK
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